Syllabus
Psychology 496H
Fall semester, 2013

Tuesday & Thursday, 11:00 am – 12:15 pm, Psychology Building, Rm. 317b

Title: The Psychology of Empathy and Compassion: Contemplative and Scientific Perspectives

Instructor: Alfred W. Kaszniak, Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology, Neurology, & Psychiatry
Office: Rm. 217B, Psychology Building
Phone: 621-5149
Email: Kaszniak@u.arizona.edu
D2L Seminar site: PSY496H FA13 001
Office Hours: Tuesday & Thursday, 3:30 – 5:00 pm

Seminar Description:
This honors seminar will examine empathy and compassion from the perspectives of both contemplative traditions/practices and recent empirical research in social neuroscience, cognitive neuroscience, affective science, and social psychology (including cultural psychology). In addition to readings and discussion, the seminar will involve relevant contemplative practice (e.g., breath-focused mindful attention, mindful listening, council circle, and reflective journaling). The guiding questions to be addressed in the seminar will include: (1) How have contemplative traditions and science historically viewed the nature of empathy and compassion? (2) How does research in social and cognitive neuroscience, affective science, and social psychology inform our understanding of empathy and compassion? (3) How do observational and neuroscientific studies of contemplative practitioners inform our understanding of the cultivation of compassion? (4) How do emotional and cognitive factors, such as fear, anger, aversion, desire, stereotyping, and our sense of self, affect the ability to manifest empathy and compassion? (5) How do factors such as health/illness, sleep, diet, exercise, and physical environment/architecture affect empathy and compassion? (6) How are empathy and compassion expressed or inhibited in various cultures? (7) What differences might exist in the world if more empathy and compassion were manifest?

Seminar Requirements:
(1) Regular seminar session attendance: Any student missing six or more sessions will be considered to have not fulfilled requirements for course completion.
(2) Completion of all assigned readings and a short reflective journal commentary (see below) on each reading, to be turned in by the beginning of the seminar session for which the reading is assigned.
(3) Participation in seminar discussions and in-class exercises.
(4) Completion of a final term paper (see below)
(5) Adherence to all aspects of the UA Student Code of Conduct
<http://deanofstudents.arizona.edu/policiesandcodes/studentcodeofconduct>
**Grading:**
Grades for this seminar will be based on the following point computation procedure:

1. **Seminar session attendance** – (absent for no more than 1 session = 10 points; absent for no more than 2 sessions = 8 points; absent for no more than 3 sessions = 6 points; absent for no more than 4 sessions = 4 points; absent for 5 sessions = 0 points; absent for 6 or more sessions = course incomplete, regardless of completion of other seminar requirements)

2. **Reflective journal commentary** on each of the 38 assigned readings - (4 possible points for each acceptable (see below) journal commentary, for a total of 152 possible points)

3. **Active participation in seminar discussions and in-class exercises** – based on the student’s active engagement, and not on the “quality” of their discussion contributions or exercises - (10 possible points; The instructor will provide feedback at mid-semester, if there are concerns about a student’s participation)

4. **Final term paper** – (20 possible points for discussion of methodological strengths and weaknesses of the target research article; 20 possible points for discussion of the article’s relevance for the psychology of empathy and compassion (see below), for a possible total of 40 points)

5. **Letter grade computation**: A = 170 – 212 points; B= 150 – 169 points; C= 130 – 149 points; D= 110 – 129 points; E = less than 110 points

**Reflective Journal Commentaries:**
Both prior to and following completion of each assigned reading, take ten minutes to practice the breath-focused mindful attention that you will have learned in class. Don’t actively think about the reading during this time, but rather, try to stay fully attentive to the breath. Don’t try to inhibit any bodily experience, sensory experience, thoughts, or feelings that may arise, but acknowledge these and each time gently return attention to the breath. After the initial breath-focused practice, allow this mindful attitude to maintain, being aware of and acknowledging any thoughts, images, or feelings that arise as you read, and gently returning your attention to the page. After the reading and your second breath-focused practice, while allowing the mindful attitude of the practice to ground your reflection, write no more than one page (single spaced, 12-point font) describing how the major points or conclusions of the reading relate to your own personal experience. There is no need to disclose private or confidential details of your experience, but be specific about how particular aspects of what you read are consistent or inconsistent with relevant aspects of your own day-to-day experience, and how what you read confirms, expands, modifies, or transforms the way you thought about the topic prior to the reading. Also describe anything you may have noticed about your experience during the reading (e.g., boredom, distraction, confusion, excitement, particular emotions), and whether, in retrospect, these experiences seemed to have any relationship to the content of the reading or context (e.g., the physical setting where you were reading, time of day, other experiences preceding your reading, etc.). Submit your reflective commentary to the course D2L site prior to the seminar session for which the reading is assigned.
Final Term Paper:
This assignment requires you to carefully read and write in response to the following research report:


In no more than 10 pages (12 point, double-spaced), describe what you think are the methodological strengths and weaknesses of the reported experiment. Also, describe how you think this research relates to the topic of empathy and compassion. As you will note, the experiment that is reported does not explicitly deal with empathy or compassion, but it does have relationship to some of the readings, exercises, and discussions of the seminar. Be specific about the particular readings and exercises to which you see this research as relevant, and how, although perhaps indirectly, this study might inform some aspect of our understanding of empathy and compassion. Grading of the paper will be based on both the degree to which you are able to address the requirements for this assignment, and the clarity of communication in your writing.

Seminar Session Topics and Reading Assignments:

8/27/13  Introduction and Seminar Overview
(Introduction of instructor and students; review of syllabus and requirements; completion of pre-seminar questionnaires; general introduction to the rationale for considering contemplative traditions and utilizing contemplative practices within the seminar; discussion of a “non-dual” approach to this seminar; general seminar guidelines.)

8/29/13  What is Mindful Attention, and Why is it Relevant?
(In this session, we will introduce the practice of mindful breath attention, conduct a class exercise in mindful attention to sensory experience, and explore how this practice and exercise relate to today’s assigned readings.)
Reading assignment:  
Carlson, E.N. (2013). Overcoming the barriers to self-knowledge: Mindfulness as a path to seeing yourself as you really are. Perspectives on Psychological Science, 8, 173-186.

9/3/13    Mindful Attention and “Continuous Partial Attention”
(In this session, we will expand on the practice of mindful breath attention, and discuss the contrasts between mindful attention and the typical quality of attention in our increasingly multitasking lives.)
Reading assignment:  
9/5/13  **Contemplative Traditions and Scientific Psychology**
(In this session, we will introduce and engage in the contemplative practice of “council circle,” utilizing this as a vehicle to explore our experience of and reactions to today’s assigned readings.)

**Reading assignment:**

9/10/13  **Historical Perspectives on Compassion from Science and Contemplative Traditions**
(In this session, we will begin with a brief period of mindful breath attention, and explore, through presentation and discussion, the ways in which the human sciences and contemplative traditions have tended to view compassion.)

**Reading assignment:**

9/12/13  **Altruism and Empathy in Evolutionary Perspective**
(In this session, we will view video clips of bonobo social interaction, and relate this in discussion to today’s reading. We will also introduce today the practice of brief periodic mindful breath attention at points during the session, observing any effect on our discussion.)

**Reading assignment:**

9/17/13  **Altruism and Health**
(In this session we will utilize council circle to practice mindful listening to stories of personal experience related to today’s readings. In seminar discussion, we will also explore the nature and limitations of research relating altruistic behavior to health.)

**Reading assignment:**
9/19/13  **The Cultivation of Compassion in Contemplative Practice**  
(In this session, we will discuss the relationship of contemplative practice to developing compassionate response to suffering, using today’s readings as a foundation. We will also introduce a contemplative practice known as “loving-kindness meditation.”)  
**Reading Assignment:**  

9/24/13  **Overview of the Social Cognitive Neuroscience of Empathy**  
(In this session, we will begin with a brief period of mindful breath attention, and explore, through presentation and discussion, the neuroscientific model of human empathy described in today’s reading.)  
**Reading Assignment:**  

9/26/13  **The Discovery of Mirror Neurons**  
(In this session, we will begin with a brief period of mindful breath attention, and then discuss the discovery and interpretation of mirror neurons in primate brain, as described in today’s reading. We will also again utilize the practice of brief periodic mindful breath attention at points during the session, observing any effect on our discussion.)  
**Reading Assignment:**  

10/1/13  **Mirror Neurons and Human Empathy**  
(In this session, we will begin with discussion of how the discovery of mirror neurons relates to human empathy, emphasizing the role of human functional magnetic imaging (fMRI) research in the exploration of this relationship, as described in today’s reading. We will also introduce a dyadic exercise for practicing nonjudgmental presence to another’s suffering.)  
**Reading Assignment:**  
10/3/13  **Neural Correlates of Empathy for Pain**
(In this session, we will begin with a brief period of mindful breath attention, and then discuss the experiment described in today’s readings. We will also again utilize the practice of brief periodic mindful breath attention at points during the session, observing any effect on our discussion.)

**Reading Assignment:**

10/8/13  **The Insular Cortex and Empathy for Other’s Emotions**
(For today, we will not meet as a group in our regular seminar session, but will rather individually engage in an exercise designed to help you integrate today’s reading with your own first-person experience of empathy. For this exercise, you will need to go to the class D2L website where you will find instructions for the reflective viewing of film clips posted there. The website will also guide you in questions you will address following each film clip viewing.)

**Reading Assignment:**

10/10/13  **“Interbeing”/Interdependence: Contemplative Perspectives**
(In this session, we will begin with a brief period of mindful breath attention, followed by discussion of today’s readings.)

**Reading Assignment:**

10/15/13  **Empathy Development in Childhood**
(In this session, we will begin with brief mindful breath attention, followed by discussion of the reading and integration with the previously presented neuroscience model of human empathy.)

**Reading Assignment:**
10/17/13   Development, Attachment Security, and Compassion
(In this session, we will discuss today’s reading, focusing on how research concerning the
role of attachment security in child development is relevant for an understanding of
compassion and altruism. We will also utilize the practice of brief periodic mindful
breath attention at points during the session, observing any effect on our discussion.)
Reading Assignment:
Current Directions in Psychological Science, 14, 34-38.

10/22/13   Contemplative & Scientific Perspectives on the Nature of Self
(In this session, we will begin with a brief period of mindful breath attention, and
explore, through presentation and discussion, issues involving our understanding of self.)
Reading Assignment:
based psychological functioning and its consequences for happiness. Review of

10/29/13   Contemplative Perspectives on Hindrances to Kindness &
Compassion
(In this session, we will explore, in discussion, a perspective from contemplative practice
on factors that hinder the expression of kindness and compassion. This discussion will be
facilitated through watching a relevant clip from the Richard Attenborough film,
“Gandhi” focusing on how the instructions Gandhi gives to a very distraught individual
relate to today’s readings and discussion.)
Reading Assignment:
Salzberg, S. (1995). Loving-kindness: The revolutionary art of happiness (Chpts. 4 & 5,

10/31/13   Attitudes, Prejudice, and Intergroup Failures of Empathy
(In this session, we will examine recent neuroscientific research on intergroup failures of
empathy, as reviewed in today’s reading. We will also utilize a brief clip from the Randa
Haines film, “Children of a Lesser God” to stimulate council circle reflections on the
relationship of our own ability to empathize with those who are different.)
Reading Assignment:
Cikara, M., Bruneau, E.G., & Saxe, R.R. (2011). Us and them: Intergroup failures of

11/5/13   “Egocentricity” and Difficulty Adopting the Perspective of
the Other
(In this session, we will discuss research, described in today’s reading, suggesting that
errors in taking the perspective of others reflects difficulty in disengaging from one’s
own self-perspective and shifting to the perspective of the other. We will also utilize the previously introduced dyadic exercise for practicing nonjudgmental presence, examining how this affects our perspective.)

**Reading Assignment:**

11/7/13  **Perspective Taking and Empathy**
(In this session, presentation and discussion will focus upon the contribution of social psychological and neuroimaging research to our understanding of the impact of perspective taking on empathic response, as exemplified by today’s readings. During the discussion, we will engage in a contemplative practice designed to illustrate the first-person experience of perspective shifting.)

**Reading Assignment:**

11/12/13  **Meditation, Attention, and Perspective Shifting**
(In this session, we will begin with a brief period of mindful breath attention, setting the stage for presentation and discussion of research concerning the impact of meditation training on attention, as described in today’s readings.)

**Reading Assignment:**

11/14/13  **Emotional Arousal, Empathy, and Altruism**
(In this session, we will begin with a mindfulness exercise focusing attention on bodily experience. This will provide a first-person context for discussion of research on the arousal of emotion in empathy and empathic distress, as described in today’s reading.)

**Reading Assignment:**

11/19/13  **Emotion Regulation and Stress**
(In this session, presentation and discussion will examine the concept of emotion regulation and its relevance to empathy and compassion. We will also discuss the reciprocal relationships of physiological and psychological stress and emotion regulation. During discussion, we will again utilize the practice of brief periodic mindful breath attention at points during the session, observing any effect on our discussion.)

**Reading Assignment:**

11/21/13  **Mindfulness, Meditation, and Emotion Regulation**
(In this session, we will again begin with a mindfulness exercise focusing attention on bodily experience, expanding the exercise to attention on bodily experience of emotional arousal. We will utilize what arises for us in this exercise to help guide presentation and discussion of today’s readings.)

**Reading Assignment:**

11/26/13  **“Selfless Compassion” and “Not Knowing”**
(In this session, we will explore the contemplative tradition concepts of selfless compassion and not knowing, and recent relevant neuroscientific research. We will also utilize the previously introduced dyadic exercise for practicing nonjudgmental presence to another’s suffering)

**Reading Assignment:**

11/28/13  **Thanksgiving Break: No class Session**

12/3/13  **Cultural Differences and Self: Implications for Empathy & Compassion**
(In this session we will utilize an interactive game to help illustrate some of the issues raised in today’s reading. Subsequent discussion will examine implications for empathy and compassion.)

**Reading Assignment:**

12/5/13  **Culture and Emotion Regulation**
(In this session, we will begin with a brief period of mindful breath attention, followed by discussion of research on culture and emotion regulation, as reviewed in today’s readings. Discussion will also explore how cultural differences in emotion regulation relate to the expression and inhibition of empathy and compassion.)

**Reading Assignment:**

12/10/13  **Can Compassion be Trained and Measured?**
(We will begin with a brief period of mindful attention to our sensory and bodily experience. We will then move to discussion of recent efforts at training compassion and measuring the consequences of such training.)

**Reading Assignment:**


12/17/13  **Final Term Papers Due**